A bartender and waitress smile for the camera at Rafferty's, which is shutting down. Its bar as new ownership takes control. Bartender Bob Holloway said the main reason the nightclub is closing is because the property owners would not reme the lease. The new owners say they will keep the name Rafferty's, but will operate solely as a restaurant. Story below.

Rafferty's scheduled to shut down; operators unable to repay debts

By MARY CAROL CREADON

News Staff

Rafferty's in the East Bank Center as 601 E. Colfax will make its last call for alcohol on Saturday, April 14.

According to Bob Holloway, a bartender at Rafferty's since last October, the nightclub is closing because the property owners will not renew the lease. "Another factor," Holloway said, "may have been that the operators have not been able to repay the debts they assumed from the previous owners."

Ironically, Holloway says that "the bar is making very good profits and would be successful it were not for the large debts it had from the beginning." He added, "The managers have problems with the property owners and the creditors of the original owners."

The shareholders of Rafferty's on the board of directors, the former general manager and the owner are Larry Wechter, Steve Wechter and Bruce Bartone.

In November, 1982, according to a March 30 article in the South Bend Tribune, "so the operators concluded that a voluntary liquidation of the business is the only way to repay creditors."

In a meeting between the managers and employees, Holloway said, "the main reason for closing down was that the property owners would not renew the lease." The other reason, says Holloway, was that the facility has a restaurant and liquor license but is required that 75 percent of its gross revenue comes from food alone. Holloway estimates a very large percentage of the gross revenue is from liquor sales, "thus invalidating the restaurant license." Bankruptcy was not one of the reasons given the employees.

Holloway added that, according to manager Bartone, the space will be made into a restaurant after April 14 and the new owners will keep the name "Rafferty's."

Some Notre Dame students expressed disappointment with the closing of Rafferty's bar. "Rafferty's is about the only nice bar around because of the atmosphere and the people it attracts," said junior Gretchen Grieb. "It's also a great place to dance and go to with a date. I think it's too bad that Rafferty's is closing since there's no other bars like it."

Senior Tom Preston said, "I think Rafferty's is a really nice place. It's a change from the local bars that students go to most often."

Mondale emphasizes his father's compassion, search for future

By TIMOTHY GIANOTTI

News Staff

Walter Mondale's presidential campaign has emphasized "compassion," search for the future and the search for "fairness," said the Democratic hopeful's son William Mondale, son of Senator Gary Hart, said the Democratic party, as it has been through the past three elections, "must remain the party of the middle-class Americans."

"We need a president who will go into that office and fight for peace," Mondale said.

Concerning the abortion issue, Mondale insisted, "My father does not favor abortion," although the campaign remains pro-choice. "It is that the government's place," he said, to dictate to the people how to act on this issue.

Hart leader in random poll just ahead of undecideds

By KRISTINE WIDERQUIST

Gary Hart was the leading nomination candidate in a poll taken of delegates at Mock Convention last night. Undecided delegates ran a close second.

Of a random survey of 254 student delegates Hart pulled 57 votes for 28.6 percent of the total. Undecided delegates made up 20.1 percent with 61 votes.

Reubin Askew, no longer a candidate, came in third with 47 votes, 10.3 percent, for the Mountaineer Campaign. Askew's delegate McCurdy of the Democratic party, as it has been through the past three elections, "must remain the party of the middle-class Americans."

"We need a president who will go into that office and fight for peace," Mondale said.

Concerning the abortion issue, Mondale insisted, "My father does not favor abortion," although the campaign remains pro-choice. "It is that the government's place," he said, to dictate to the people how to act on this issue.

Murray, Roemer pick Senior Bar managers

By SARAH HAMILTON

News Editor

M.J. Murray, director of the Senior Alumni Club, was looking for "good quality people" in the three student managers she hired for the 1984-85 school year. After interviewing approximately 40 applicants, Murray and Dean of Students James Roemer selected John Bowler, general manager, Kath Conley, club/promotion manager, and Charlie Moore, food/supply manager.

Bowler is a junior marketing major from Boston, Mass. As general manager, Bowler will be responsible for most of the scheduling of employees, and the ordering of liquor and soft drinks. He will work closely with Murray and the other managers and will rotate with the other two student managers as nightly managers of the club.

Conley, a Saint Mary's junior from St. Louis, Mo., is majoring in English Literature and Writing. Her responsibilities will include bookkeeping, Senior Bar for club nights, coordinating all music in the club, and publicity and clubla
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In Brief

AIDS research in Boston has uncovered a key, potentially lethal link to the immune systems of AIDS victims, strengthening the hope that interferon will be the first effective medicine for the lethal disease. The researchers found that AIDS victims do not produce a substance called gamma interferon, a vital link in the body's intricate defenses against disease. Doctors hope to retrain the immune systems of AIDS victims by giving them extra doses of this interferon. So far, more than 3,500 Americans have been stricken with AIDS, and more than 1,500 of them have died. — AP

Thirteen million tomato seeds, cosmic ray detectors and other experiments will be carried aboard the shuttle, then cast adrift on a 30-foot rack to circle the earth another space station. Weightless yoga exercises will be performed by the two Salyut 7 astronauts tomorrow to begin a month that will include weightless yoga exercises. The astronauts planned a dinner to celebrate the international crew's meeting in Soviet television and the official news agency Tass said the Soyuz will link up with the Salyut 7 tomorrow and today's breakfast is making a second appearance at the dining halls today. If you are eating at North Dining Hall, you probably noticed the clear plastic bins filled with wasted food outside the building. Another bin will be placed outside South Dining Hall tonight during dinner hours similar to an experiment being planned at Saint Mary's. These bins are another attempt by the coalition to make us aware of how much food is wasted. Last semester, coalition members counted how much food was wasted and posted the results. A month later, another count was taken and no substantial difference was found. Since just telling us how much food is wasted did not substantially decrease food waste, the coalition decided to literally show us how much is wasted.

We'd like to make people more aware of how much food is wasted, said Kevin L. Moser, a coalition member involved in the project. The food count was just statistics to a lot of people. The bins should certainly make people aware that food is wasted, and will they cause people to change their eating habits? "It'd be great if we could," said Moser. "I think it's worth a try. The food count was just statistics to a lot of people."

It seems unlikely that this latest attempt to decrease waste will help either. Some were annoyed by the food count, claiming that what they eat or don't eat is their concern. It is probable that everyone people will be annoyed by the bins. Not only does this project ask people to change their eating patterns, but the sight of a day's worth of organic garbage is offensive to some. In fact, the bins may actually alienate some of the coalition.

But the coalition stresses their message is not to be found in the bins themselves, but in the sheets distributed at the meals where the bins are displayed. "We're definitely expecting to get some flack from people," said Moser. "Some people think wasting food is a personal matter. I don't think it is."

Regardless of viewpoint, some people do consider what and how they eat a personal matter. Although most would agree that waste is a problem, a certain amount is unavoidable. Although the coalition's goal of cutting down on food waste is admirable, is displaying wasted food outside the dining halls the best way to make us aware of how much food is wasted?

Perhaps not. But even if one is offended by the bins, it is important not to let one's initial reaction of "This is gross" interfere with the coalition's message.

Few students see any relation between how much food they waste in the dining hall and the problem of world hunger. After all, what does the donut on my plate have to do with starving children in India? "Directly, it does not," says a sheet distributed by the coalition. "However to effectively address the problem of world hunger, the change needs to begin with the individual. We have the privilege of being able to waste food. Let's not abuse that privilege out of convenience. Can we afford to waste food in a world where people are starving?"

"I think that sometimes if something is graphically demonstrated it is more effective in raising people's concern," said Bill Hickey, director of Notre Dame's food services, who gave permission for the demonstration. Hickey said he realizes the coalition's display may be offensive to some people, but told the coalition that if they thought it would help reduce food waste, he would support it.

Coalition members themselves realize some may be offended by the bins, but they are willing to take that criticism. "We don't want to offend the people," said Moser. "We want people to realize how much food is being wasted... if it doesn't help, then it doesn't. We feel it's worth a try."

So if you are offended by the reappearance of this morning's donut, you can turn your head as you leave the dining hall. The coalition only hopes that tomorrow morning you'll think twice before grabbing that extra donut.

The views expressed in the Inside column are the views of the author, and do not necessarily reflect the views of the editorial board or staff.

You Can be a Navy Pilot

The Navy will train you!

Must be qualified college graduate or be within 18 months of graduation, under age 29 (30 for veterans)

There are other Navy career opportunities available:
- Systems Inventory Management
- Acquisition Contracting
- Computer Systems
- Financial Management
- Nuclear Engineering
- Flight Surgeon

Starting Salary $17,500 plus medical benefits, travel, and rapid advancement.

For More Information or Appointment Call:
Navy Officer Programs at
1-800-CRS-9782

Navy representative will be ON-CAMPUS 10-12 April at the placement office.

Amy Stephan
Assistant News Editor

Inside Thursday
Senators refuse to limit president

Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C. - The Senate turned aside a move yesterday to restrict presidential power to send combat troops to El Salvador after a debate in which Democrats charged that President Reagan is likely to send fighting men into Central America with the next year or so. By a vote of 95-36, the lawmakers rejected a proposal by Sen. Patrick Leahy, D-Vt., to bar the president from sending U.S. armed forces into El Salvador or Salvadoran airspace for combat unless Congress has declared specific authorization.

Reagan said he made his move, as an amendment to an appropriations bill containing $61.7 million in emergency military aid for the Salvadoran regime, because of his "clear conviction that we are going to reach the point of having American combat forces in El Salvador under a year or a year and a half."

Sen. Edward Kennedy, D-Mass., told the Senate, "I do not trust that this administration or the president will not move to commit American troops in El Salvador, and I am not prepared to take the risk.

The Reagan administration has said it has no plans to send fighting troops to Central America, but has refused restrictions by Congress on the president's power as commander in chief to order troops into action.

Sen. Nancy Landon Kassebaum, R-Kan., opposing the amendment, said it was "dangerous to make assumptions such as that" and argued that the War Powers Act already gives Congress sufficient power over the deployment of U.S. troops abroad.

That act says troops must be withdrawn from combat situations in 60 to 90 days unless Congress declares war or otherwise approves keeping them on the battlefield.

Supporters of the Leahy amendment said this was not adequate. The amendment provided that the president would be able to send troops without congressional authorization if there was danger of an attack upon the U.S. or if they were needed to evacuate American citizens. It defined sending troops for combat as sending them "for the purpose of delivering weapons of fire upon an enemy."

It provided that resolutions authorizing the president to send troops would have to be acted upon by both houses of Congress within nine days of their introduction, and could be acted upon in as little as three days.

Earlier, Secretary of State George Schultz, speaking at a gathering at the State Department, urged swift action on the bill without any restrictions on the aid.

For the most part, the Republican-controlled Senate has rejected all efforts to place restrictions on the military aid, such as requiring that the secretary of state obtain visas in cases of American citizens who have been murdered in El Salvador or that the government put an end to right-wing death squads.

Two killed, 19 injured as buildings collapse

Associated Press

NEW YORK -- Two adjacent buildings undergoing renovation collapsed yesterday on Manhattan's Lower East Side, killing two people, injuring 19 others and reducing it to "a big pile of dirt," witnesses said.

The dead men apparently were two members of a construction crew pouring concrete inside the vacant brick buildings when they collapsed at 2:35 p.m., New York Fire Department officials said.

Last week, the Buildings Commission had ordered a safety inspection of the buildings.

"Everything just came down... It's a big pile of dirt," said Michael Cruz, an employee of a nearby store.

There were only 10 workers believed to be inside the buildings when they collapsed, said Police Commissioner Benjamin Ward.

"The dead men and three injured workers were pulled from the rubble," said Fire Lt. Frank Martinez. Of the 19 workers and bystanders who were injured, none were seriously hurt, said Jared Lebow, a spokesman for the city's Emergency Medical Service.

Van Lines

Runs this weekend -- Fri. & Sat. -- movies, shopping, dining, 50% University Park Mall and Town & Country. $60 round trip. Pay as you board at ND Circle, Grotto, SMC Holy Cross Circle Hourly departures begin at 5:00 on Friday and 4:00 on Sat.

Mock continued from page 1

is to become a reality for every man, woman and child, of any background, living in the United States, it will have to come through the efforts of the Democratic Party."

The convention, held every four years to nominate the presidential candidate of the party out of power, continues tonight at 6:00 with speeches by Reverend Theodore Hesburgh, Notre Dame's National Chairman Charles Manatt, and Louisiana Representative Lindy Boggs. Delegates will also amend and adopt the Notre Dame platform at this session.

1984 Notre Dame Mock Convention

continues

Tonight: 6:00 p.m.
Friday night: 7:00 p.m.
Sat. afternoon: 1:00 p.m.
in Stepan Center

Delegates, Faculty, Spectators ALL WELCOME
Class of '86

Anyone interested in Junior Class Council Positions, pick up applications in Student Activities Office
Applications due Monday, April 9

THURSDAY SPECIAL
3-8pm Mixed Drinks 2 for 1
8-3am Corby Frisbee and Margarita...$1.50

Bar

continued from page 1

charge of the bar’s entire food service operation, supplies, and the game room.
Food service is one of the major areas the new managers plan to improve. The managers want to make Senior Bar a place where students will want to come and eat. “We’re looking forward to giving our students a good food service,” said Moore.

Murray was selected from a large number of candidates to achieve a “broad range of programming to meet the entire needs of the university.” Murray wants Senior Bar “to be more than just a bar.” This includes scheduling more movies on the club’s wide screen television, planning more undergraduate non-alcoholic nights, and encouraging increased use of the facilities by different groups.

The Senior-Alumni Club is open Monday through Saturday, but only Wednesday through Saturday as a bar for seniors. The other two nights any student club or organization can rent out the club for a nominal fee. If alcohol is to be served, all in attendance must be at least 21 years old.

One possibility Murray is considering for the 1985’s spring semester is opening the club to undergraduates on Saturday nights. No alcohol would be served, but all facilities would be available for their use.

Murray described the Senior-Alumni Club as “a service the University provides to its students, in particular, the senior class. It provides a place to meet friends and an alternative to other places in town.” She mentioned the club’s dance floor, disc jockeys and food as advantages Senior Bar has over other local establishments.

Roemer considers the Senior-Alumni Club a “decent and healthy and attractive place for young men and women to socialize.” He rated the dance floor the best on campus.

The other dimension of the Senior-Alumni Club is the opportunity the club affords alumni to meet with classmates. Murray commented on how crowded the bar is on football weekends.

Bowie said the club’s growth can be attributed to Mark Rubenstein, Jim Mortarri and Larry Cunningham, last year’s student managers. “We hope to expand on what they started.”

Roemer also expressed appreciation for the work of last year’s managers and said he has no doubt in his mind about this year’s managers. They will convey the “pulses of what students want.” Murray added that because new managers are hired each year there is always a new sense of creativity and energy.

“The only prerequisite (for student managers) was a good honest person,” said Murray. As Murray described, this is because the responsibilities of the jobs include enforcing tough policies and managing a large amount of money. The yearly revenue of the Senior-Alumni Club is between $175,000 and $200,000.

According to the job “teaches a lot about life, not just business” Roemer commented that it is an “immense experience running a business that is also a service.”

Bowie applied for Senior Bar general manager because it would give him the opportunity to do something he enjoyed, and also work with his friends. It is “the best of both worlds,” said Bowie. Moore is anticipating learning about himself and others. Conley looks at the job as a chance for them to give back to their class.

The new managers will take charge of the club the day of the Blue-Gold game, April 28, and officially, during senior week. Before then, they must hire 20 bartenders, three kitchen workers and a maintenance manager. All will be students. Applications for bartender are available in the Student Activities Office in LaFortune. They must be returned by Friday.

Class of ‘86

Anyone interested in Junior Class Council Positions, pick up applications in Student Activities Office
Applications due Monday, April 9
The Observer

Laundry Notice: To insure that all charges for special/express laundry, drycleaning and tailoring are able to be billed, all items picked up after April 13, 1984 will be strictly on a cash basis. No charges to the students' accounts will be permitted. However, this does not apply to the regular student bundle service. Any amount over the bundle allotment will be billed on the next semester's bill. Seniors are reminded that their accounts must be in balance owed, as a result of exceeding the laundry allotment, for seniors only, on May 10. Any bundle input by a senior after date may result in a negative balance which will require us to collect cash upon receipt of the bundle by the senior.

Carl Sagan featured in teleconference

By P.A. CIMINO
News Staff

The Center for Social Concerns is sponsoring a teleconference this evening in cooperation with the Center for Continuing Education and WNDU. The teleconference will be held in the auditorium of the Center for Continuing Education from 8 until 10 p.m.

A teleconference is a conference which is conducted by satellite. Tonight's conference titled "Weapons in Space," is the brainchild of the Union of Concerned Scientists and will be broadcast from the WGBH studios in Boston. At studios in 10 other cities across the United States, audiences will be able to view the conference. It will feature, among others, Dr. Carl Sagan, well known for his Cosmos series. During the first hour there will be a discussion and the second will feature a question and answer period during which scientists from across the country will be able to participate via telephone. The Union of Concerned Scientists also made provisions for any college or university with a Down Link to tap into the broadcast. Fortunately, WNDU has such a link.

Sister Elaine DesRosiers, director of Educational Media, noted that in the past Notre Dame has participated in other teleconferences. "This teleconference will be different," she said. "We will be receiving the signal on a standard 18" television screen which will broadcast a picture that is about 12 feet in length." DesRosiers explained that the signal will be transmitted to the auditorium of the Center for Continuing Education by a fiberoptic hook-up from WNDU, "We are very fortunate that WNDU possesses both a Down Link and an Up Link," she continued. "We have been using them for a few years we may even build our own teleconference. DesRosiers expects a full auditorium for the event.

Researcher discovers new drug

Associated Press

DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. — A new anti-cancer drug stimulates the body's natural cancer-fighter, interferon, by safely mimicking a viral infection, a researcher said yesterday.

Laboratory studies suggest that the artificially induced interferon will be more effective against cancer than existing synthetic interferons, which in early trials have produced mixed results against various forms of cancer, the researcher said.

The first human trials in the United States to determine the safety of the drug have begun, said Dr. Paul Ts'o of the Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine and Public Health in Baltimore. Trials of the drug's effectiveness at treating cancer in humans will follow.

The drug is one of a new class of so-called biological response modifiers, which attempt to provoke the body's defenses—interferon—in the case of interferon—to fight cancer. Existing drugs are merely toxic agents intended to kill cancer cells. In studies with tumor samples taken from 50 patients, at least half of the tumor samples responded to the new drug, called Immunogen.

The samples that responded were reduced in size by at least 50 percent, Ts'o said. He did not present data suggesting that the drug could completely eliminate tumor cells.

The drug has been shown in human trials in other countries to be possibly effective in kidney and colon cancer. Liver cancer and stomach cancer are other likely targets, said Ts'o, speaking at the annual American Cancer Society Science Writers' Seminar.

He said it will likely take up to two years to test the drug against those cancers.

He said a big obstacle to wide use of the drug is that it is toxic, causing fever and provoking an attack by the body's immune system.

Trials have shown, however, that low doses can be effective without being excessively toxic, Ts'o said.

The patent rights to Immunogen are owned by Johns Hopkins and have been licensed to HEN Inc. in Bethesda, Md., said Ts'o.
Showcase
Clowning it up for God

Spatstick fun, wire-walking, on
icy cliffs, clown capers and ani-
mal antics — it was all right
here on campus in the one-hour,
quarter ring Royal Lichtenstein
Circus. Yesterday the troupe of per-
formers and animals invaded the old
fichthouse mall, and for one hour
dozens of students forget their
academic woes as they watched the
antics in delight.

The founder and ringmaster of all
this is (believe it or not) a Jesus
priest, Fr. Nick Weber, whose comic
cliches had the audience in stitches.

Says Weber of his unique occupa-
tion, "To be a priest, you don't have
to look like a clown. You don't have
to be a priest. But to be
me, you have to be both priest and
clown. Every year, from August to May,
Weber and two student assistants
take "the world's smallest circus" to
more than 100 cities, traveling in a
camper jammed with props, a

In our
day, there is a serious
lack of social activities on campus. I sat
down one night and after hours of ex-
haustive contemplation came up with a dis-
pungently short list which I imaginatively
titled "Three Things to Do on Campus."

Hopefully I will never have to resort to
using it, because I really don't want to ask a girl to
help me do my laundry at Badin Hall on a
Friday night.

The solution to this dilemma, in my
opinion, is to come up with new and in-
novative party and dance themes. New
things are beginning to fall into place. Since
we need to meet new people, why not try
bald dancing? Well, we already have, in the
form of the infamous SYR. Nice, but not al-
ways fun. I propose that some new themes
could change a boring, unimaginative SYR
into an experience. How about a Harold B.
Augustine Memorial Party Marathon, with
dances and games to pool their money
and return to our own rooms, where we
drink out of disappointment. B) We
could decide to stick it out together, in which case we
spend so much time trying to think up ways
of keeping myself occupied that my date
feels neglected. Either way, the evening al-
ways ends up in one of three ways:
A) We decide to call it an early evening
and return to our own rooms, where we
drink out of disappointment. B) We
could decide to pool their money
and return to our own rooms, where we
drink out of disappointment. B) We
could decide to stick it out together, in which case we
drink to have a good time.

This might be due to the fact that my dates
have a good time because they had
some-thing to do besides bring each other's faults.
Fortunately, X's luck was in that night and he
won big money at the gambling tables.

Meanwhile, Zero was picking the pockets of
the other couples in attendance.

Soon, they were able to pool their money
and "persuade" another guy to swap dates.
He did not seem to mind the fact that he was
receiving play money, which is a sad com-
mentary on his date. Anyway, to make a long
story short, they exchanged dates and
everyone lived happily ever after for the rest of
the night.

You can ask for much more than that. I
can't see, I spent that night in my
room waiting for a tall blonde bearing a pizza
and a six pack to knock on my door. She
ever came. As it turned out, she was over in
Badin Hall doing laundry with a guy down
the hall from me. Some guys have all the
luck.

My advice to you? Try to meet new people
and invent creative new social activities.
That's what our policies are for.
Stop the pain
Dear Editor:
The idea of being tortured is so horrible that most of us cannot even contemplate it. To some extent, this is understandable, for we cannot comprehend the situation of another torturer, who is using his torturing to control his country, as well as his own prisoners. For many torturers, violence is no more than a weapon, as simple and as crude as a club. And the more organized the torture becomes, the more sophisticated it becomes.

Amnesty International is beginning a two-year campaign for the Abolition of Torture. To stop torture, public opinion must be turned against countries that torture and countries that support torture. Although the United States is not mentioned in the report, our government is in the unique position of being able to put pressure on governments that do torture in order to stop these atrocities. The Congress and the media are expected to discuss the issue of torture. With widespread public support, the government will be more likely to prevent torture throughout the world.

On April 26, Amnesty International will sponsor a film and a speaker which will both deal with torture. Throughout the next two years, Amnesty International will sponsor other events and undertake a massive letter-writing campaign to help abolish torture. All non-co operation cannot be stopped in 1985. However, just as slavery was abolished, torture must be abolished. By working together, we can bring an end to torture.

Robert V. Brounich
Freshman
Sports Briefs

The Crew Team will be holding a meeting tonight at 8:00 p.m. in the Lafayette Little Theatre. Breathing exercises will be dis- tributed and money collected for the Indianapolis trip -- cash only. On Sunday, elections will be held at 8:30, also in the Little Theatre.

Stepan Center is closed for the remainder of the semester for recreational purposes. The building is reserved for the Mock Convention, Collegiate Jazz Festival, advance registration, and An- Tostahl through the end of April. - The Observer

The NVA Tournament is on Sunday, April 8. Therefore, the courtyard tennis courts will be unavailable for most of the day. - The Observer

The NVA stretchercise class is having a guest night for new members today at 8:15 p.m. Class is held in Gym 4 (Laborer Eye) every Monday night. All faculty and students are invited to attend. For more details, call 281-6690. - The Observer

Cheerleading tryouts will be held beginning today from 6-10 p.m. The second clinic will be held tomorrow at 6 p.m. Cheerleading fins will then be conducted on Saturday, April 7, from 8 a.m.-3 p.m. and tryouts will be open to the public Thursday and Saturday. - The Observer

Keep training for the Irish Spring Run, a six mile race around the campus, the lakes, and the golf course. It's coming up Saturday, April 14 at 9:30 a.m. Deadline for entries is this Friday. Registration must be made in person at the NVA office, and a $3 fee will be charged. Trophys and t-shirts will be awarded. - The Observer

The squash club will host a tournament April 6-8 for players at all levels. It is open to all students, faculty and staff. Sign-ups will continue through Thursday at 4:00 p.m. at ACC. Ctr. For more information, call Jean at 277-1495. - The Observer

Women's Bookstore has 14 slots yet to fill for this year's tournament. Teams signed up for a first-class event will be based by putting party at 13:15 or Kathleen at 16-18. - The Observer

The Montreal men's tennis team defeated Bowling Green yesterday, 6-1. The Irish, who now have a record of 11-6, will take on Illinois-Chicago tomorrow at 4 p.m. at the Courtenay Tennis Courts. - The Observer

The Montreal women's tennis team will meet the University of Hawaii today at 3:30 p.m. at the ACC. - The Observer

An藻st mud volleyball captains' meetings will be held tonight at 7 p.m. in the Lafayette Little Theatre. All captains are required to attend, since rules and schedules will be distributed. - The Observer

The Indianapolis Colts cannot seem to rid them- selves of entirely of their fans in Baltimore. Robert and Mildred Sash of Towson, Md., filed suit Tuesday against the Colts on behalf of all Colts fans, charging that the NFL team's sudden departure from the city at the midpoint of the last night week had caused "emotional distress." Mrs. Sash says she doesn't really think she will win the suit, but she wants to express her feelings in some way. - AP

SEATTLE - The National Col- lege Athletic Association's Rules Committee, in a surprise vote, decided yesterday to put off for at least another year the recommendation of the NCA's 45-second shot clock in college basket- ball.

The committee will next consider the shot clock issue at a meeting after next year's Final Four. The present NCA Tournament in Lexington, Ky. Ed Stieiz, the committee's secretary-treasurer, predicted its adoption then.

Stieiz said the committee decided not to go with the shot clock because of uncertainty over whether to use it for the whole game.

In order for the rules committee to adopt a uniform, nationwide shot clock, it would have required a two- thirds vote of the 13-member com- mittee.

Stieiz said the committee was leaning toward a shot clock to take the ball out of the hands of the players because the slowdown was not exciting to watch on television, and TV games were crucial for Division I schools.

The conference failed to respond to a survey of the nation's college basketball coaches by the National Association of Basketball Coaches last Thursday, in which 53 percent of the college coaches favored a shot clock.

The conference did adopt the use of a coaching box, effective for the 94-95 season, instead of a sideline box. It also set the number of timeouts in games involving the electronic media from three to four per game.
The Observer
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continued from page 11

New York (91-71) — Who's on first? Who's on second? Manager Davey Johnson has the whole righthand now for the Yankees. But for how long? At any rate, the Yankees were a team that were able to really pound some people. But, by the time they did in the exhibition season. The Yanks every day player for most positions. The Lachemann finds a team of hitters with the middle, Detroit is very strong in the field with.

continued from page 12

Chicago (78-85) — The Angels, while still a still starting two rookies — Gary Pettis and Gary Sheffield are still a very old team. They are relying on veteran players on the field. The Angels are 30 or over and it is not necessarily bad, but many of the California veterans are starting to fade. They have the most important, Ken Forsch, and Geoff Zahn do not have the Kama to pitch through an entire season. Worst of all, they can't back them up. The hitting is still there, with Rod Carew and Doug DeCinces, though Reggie Jackson has to bounce back from his worst year ever. The Angels have the experience to win the division, but all those crisis tend to seem to indicate that they will finish closer to the bottom than to the top.

Seattle (60-102) — Two years ago, the Mariners finished 76-80 and looked to be a team of the future. Last year's 60-102 record made that future seem very far away. It is still hopeful. Seattle picked up some good bats in Gorman Thomas and Barry Bonnell, so there should be some more runs scored in the Pacific. The pitching rotation of Matt Young, Bob Stoddard, Dave Righetti and Tom Losa is not bad, but it is adequate. In short, the Mariners should be improved enough to challenge for a wild card in the East. With that pitching to lead the way, they could finish even higher. It is possible the Mariners could even do a second place finish — just like last year.

continued from page 12

Solid starters are noticeable, and the return of Boggles Fingers and Pete Vuckovich is an uncertainty. If Milwaukee can find one or two good starters, it could be a good year for the Brew Crew.

Toronto (89-73) — Last year was Bobby Cox's first year as manager of the Blue Jays, and it was a highly successful season. He took the Jays to a .500 record and should do as well this season. Alfredo Griffin and Dumas Garcia make up one of the best double combinations in the league. Dave Stieb, Jim Clancy, and Luis Leal give the Jays double-play combinations in the league. Dave Stieb, Jim Clancy, and Luis Leal give the Jays double-play combinations in the league. Dave Stieb, Jim Clancy, and Luis Leal give the Jays double-play combinations in the league.

Toronto fans could still be watching baseball through as the stopper, there's a chance that Tommy John or Dave Stieb could do a very good job of defending the NL East.

continued from page 12

Chicago continued from page 11
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baseball as it could, but they don't have the bats, and they don't have the pitching. The defense, but pitching and speed will keep the Astros in the thick until the last two weeks of the season.

Cincinnati (74-88) — Slowly but surely the Reds have righted the ship of their ballgame. Newly-acquired Dave Parker should give them another good bat, and the Dodgers could finish in the top two. If they don't, it could be a long year for the team. The pitching staff, with four pitchers, and two players, it could be a long year for the team. The pitching staff, with four pitchers, and two players, it could be a long year for the team. The pitching staff, with four pitchers, and two players, it could be a long year for the team. The pitching staff, with four pitchers, and two players, it could be a long year for the team. The pitching staff, with four pitchers, and two players, it could be a long year for the team. The pitching staff, with four pitchers, and two players, it could be a long year for the team.
IOC declares increase in drug tests

Associated Press

SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico — Tests for caffeine and testosterone will be added to the existing drug tests performed on athletes competing in the Pan American Games, the International Olympic Committee president said yesterday.

The tests will be administered to all competing athletes, not just the medal winners, Juan Antonio Samaranch said.

Seventeen athletes were eliminated from cycling, weightlifting, and track and field competitions last August in the Pan American Games in Caracas when tests showed they had used prohibited drugs.

The IOC medical commission is going to be even stricter in Los Angeles, which will host the 1984 Olympic Games, Samaranch said.

Samaranch added that headgear will be allowed this summer in boxing events for the first time, but use would be optional.

Headgear was tried out at last summer's Pan American Games.

Buy Observer Classifieds

IS AN MBA IN YOUR FUTURE? The Kogod College of Business Administration, a part of The American University offers you an excellent opportunity to graduate business education in our nation's capital. Qualified candidates may begin their studies in summer or fall semester. Programs may be completed on a full-time or part-time basis with courses offered in both day and evening formats.

In addition to the MBA, the College offers the Master of Science degree in Taxation as well as other specialized professional fields. For further information, call (202) 686-2141 or mail the following form to:

Kogod College of Business Administration
Office of Student Affairs
The American University
Washington, DC 20016

I am interested in the following graduate business programs:

☐ Accounting
☐ Business Government Relations
☐ Industrial Relations
☐ Personnel and Compensation

☐ Finance
☐ International Business Management

☐ Marketing
☐ Managerial Economics

☐ Operations Analysis
☐ Real Estate and Urban Development

☐ Taxation (MS only)

Name Address City State Zip

Telephone

Applications for bartenders at the Alumni Senior Club are now available at Student Activities.

Applications are due by Fri. April 6

CLASS OF '87

Thanks for your support. Let's make next year great. Together we can do it!

Thanks, Jim, Annie, Mark, and Dave

Attention all juniors interested in bartending during the 1984-1985 school year:

Applications are due by Fri. April 6

STUDY IN EUROPE

The University of Louvain (est. 1425)
Leuven, Belgium

OFFERS

COMPLETE PROGRAMMES IN PHILOSOPHY FOR THE DEGREE OF B.A., M.A., AND PH. D., PLUS A JUNIOR YEAR ABROAD PROGRAMME

All Courses Are In English

Tuition is 11,500 Belgium Francs (+ $250)

Write: Secretary English Programmes Kardinale Mercierplein 2
B-3000 Leuven, Belgium

KULeuven
Today

Bloom County

I'M IN A BAD MOOD!  A BAD BIG STINKY MOOD AND I DON'T MAKE CARE FOR IT!

Mellish

AIGHT, LUNCHING...GET TO IT!! CHECK ME UP!! RIGHT NOW! I'LL BE HOME SOONER!

Guindon

*Push the door open enough to turn the light on.*

The Far Side

Holt! N.D. SECURITY!

Gary Larson

"Well, there is some hope in all this, you know...I mean we BOTH lose a lot of the same time!!"

The Daily Crossword

ACROSS
1. Camey and Garfunkel (9)
2. Cook cookies (9)
3. Steps (9)
4. Red or a - (9)
5. Orange skin (9)
6. Toodle-oo to Touhouse (9)
7. Edrum (9)
8. Metal (9)
9. Promising one

DOWN
41. Recipe word (9)
42. Revolutionaty Garvaca (9)
43. Brawl (9)
44. Climb up (9)
45. "Straight from the...mouth" (9)
46. Ghosma (9)
47. Dwelling in Durango (9)
48. Pinotelle (9)
49. Leave hastily (9)
50. Weasel-like fishasters (9)
51. United (9)
52. Fortitude (9)
53. Logical (9)
54. Parks (9)
55. Relaxed (9)
56. Worship (9)
57. Life of — (9)
58. Harem room (9)
59. Stoolies (9)
60. Astronaut affine (9)

Wednesday's Solution

Beat the Clock

Drink Specials change every half hour
Come early and beat the crowd. Doors open 9:30
45 days until Graduation

James Bond week continues

TONIGHT

7:00
ROGER MOORE
9:15
JAMES BOND 007
11:30
FOR YOUR EYES ONLY

Engineering Auditorium $1
This weekend
Never Say Never Again

TV Tonight

7 p.m.
16
MASH

22
PM Magazine

7:30 p.m.
16
Barney Miller

22
Family Feud

8 p.m.
16
Gimme A Break

22
Magnum P.I.

9:30 p.m.
16
Terms of Endearment

10 p.m.
16
Family Ties

9 p.m.
16
Cheers

11 p.m.
22
CBS Special Movie Presentation

16
Lottery

10:30 p.m.
16
Buffalo Bill

10:40 p.m.
20
20/20

11 p.m.
16
NewsCenter 16

28
CBS Special News Presentation

1:40 a.m.
16
Tonight Show

22
Trapper John/CBS Late Movie

28
ABC News Nightline
Defensive line coach looking for depth

By THERON ROBERTS
Sports Writer

The outlook for the defensive line for the 1984 season is promising. The Birds have a good young staff (71) and Mike Gann. "I think that we're making the kind of progress we need," Lantz says. "We've got a lot of youngsters who come in and their growth and development is really going to be exciting to watch this spring."}

The staff will be led by Eric Dorsey (71), who was the defensive line coach for the 1983 season. Dorsey is a former professional football player who has been coaching for the past few years. He is known for his ability to develop young talent and has been successful in previous seasons.

The Birds also have a good nucleus of returning players, including Mike Gann, who was the team's leading tackler last year. Gann is expected to continue his strong performance on the field.

Defensive line coach looking for depth

The predictions for the 1984 baseball season

By JEFF BLUM
Assistant Sports Editor

In recent years, the team has been one of the most exciting in baseball. Over the past two years, the National League West has dominated the league with four different teams winning the division. In 1983, the San Diego Padres won the division by a comfortable margin, but the Dodgers and Giants are expected to be strong contenders again this year.

The Chicago White Sox are expected to be one of the teams that will challenge the Padres and Dodgers for the division title. The White Sox have a strong and experienced pitching staff, led by former MVP Gaylord Perry.

The Los Angeles Dodgers are another team that will be in contention for the division title. The Dodgers have a talented and deep lineup, led by superstar players such as Kirk Gibson and Orel Hershiser.

The San Francisco Giants are also expected to be strong contenders for the division title. The Giants have a solid pitching staff, led by former Cy Young Award winner Tim Lincecum.

The San Diego Padres are expected to be strong contenders for the division title. The Padres have a talented and deep lineup, led by superstar players such as Derek Jeter and Barry Bonds.

The San Francisco Giants are also expected to be strong contenders for the division title. The Giants have a solid pitching staff, led by former Cy Young Award winner Tim Lincecum.